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Polonez
(Poland)

The Polonez is the oldest of Poland's five national dances, finding its musical roots in old church hymns and 
Christmas carols, if not earlier. The name is derived from the French who named it “La danse polonaise” which 
translates to “The Polish dance.” The dance, as well as the name became popular in royal courts across Europe 
including its native Poland where they too adopted the name, and called it “Polonez.” Prior to being elevated to 
this regal status, the  Polonez had many different forms and names and was danced by peasants in every part of the 
country. Variations of the dance such as the “chodzony” can be found in the regional dances. Several polonaises 
were written by famous composers of Poland such as Chopin, ´Oginski, Stefani, Moniuszko, and many others. 

Pronunciation: poh-LOH-nez 

Music: Folk Dances from Poland, Vol. 1, Band 1 3/4 meter
Music from the film “Pan Tadeusz”—composer Wojciech Kilar.

Formation: Circle of cpls, M standing to L of ptr in 1st position (see Hand formations below). All dancers 
facing ctr of circle. 

Styling: The Polonez should be danced with elegance and grace. Dancers stand tall and proud.

Steps: Walking step: Wt on L, in preparation for the 1st ct, the dancer very gently bends L knee while 
extending R ft fwd, knee slightly bent until it becomes straight. The ft is moved fwd with toes 
just above floor level. 
Place R ft firmly on the floor and shift wt onto it, while straightening the L knee (ct 1). This 
step is the longest one in relation to the next two steps. 
Take a step fwd with the L and shift body wt onto it (ct 2). 
Take a step fwd with the R ft and shift body wt onto it (ct 3).
The walking step is continued using opp ftwk. Step can also be done beg with the L. 

Short Bow: Step on R to R, leaving L ft in place (ct 1); bring L ft beside R ft (ct 2); M bow 
to ptr by gently nodding head, W bow to ptr by slightly bending knees (ct 3). Bow can also 
be done beg with the L ft to L. 

Long Bow: A long bow is similar to the short bow except that it takes 2 meas. The first meas 
is used to perform the sideways motion (cts 1,2); hold (ct 3). The whole of the 2nd measure 
is used by M to bow his head while W bends her knees in a curtsy. 

Hand formations: 1st position: Cpl stand beside each other with M on W's L. M's R arm is extended fwd bent 
slightly at the elbow with the palm facing in. W extends her L hand fwd, bent slightly at the 
elbow and rests it upon M's R hand. The joined hands are held slightly below shldr level 
during the dance and should not move, however they should also not be stiff. M's other arm 
extends out to side parallel to the floor and W holds her skirt out with her other arm. 

2nd position: W's hand hold is similar to 1st position. From 1st position M does one walking 
step across in front of ptr without letting go of her L hand with his R hand and stands on her 
R with his L arm extended to the L behind her in a protective fashion. To return to 1st position 
he crosses back in front of his ptr to the L by stamping on his L leg on ct 1 and gesturing 
widely with his L arm. 
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3rd position: Standing facing each other, cpl extend both arms out in front of them parallel to 
floor and join M's R hand to W's L hand and M's L hand to W's R hand with elbows slightly 
bent to form a circle. 

Meas Pattern

INTRODUCTION

1-2 Ptrs wait in place facing the ctr of the circle in 1st pos.
3-4 Turning to face each other without letting go of joined hands, they do a Long Bow.
5-6 Return to starting pos facing the ctr of the circle.

FIGURE 1

1-2 Beg with outside ft (M L, W R) in 1st pos, do 2 walking steps to the ctr of the circle. 
3-4 Do a 1/2 turn twd ptr switching hands (join M's L with W's R) and take 2 walking steps back 

to starting pos.
5-6 Do a 1/2 turn twd ptr switching hands back to orig pos; take 1 walking step twd ctr of circle 

and take 1 step bkwd to starting pos.
7-8 In 3rd pos, cpl turn CW. 
9-10 M repeat meas 1 and 2 by themselves, while W go bkwd 2 meas out of the circle. 
11 M repeat meas, 3 while W take 1 walking step back twd ptr. 
12 Short bow (M to R, W to L).
13 Each dancer does 1 walking step to R.
14 Each dancer does 1 walking step to L.
15-16 In 3rd pos, cpl turns CW.

FIGURE 2

1-3 M stand for 3 meas facing ctr of circle while W does 3 walking steps around him CCW to end 
on outside of circle behind ptr. 

4 M make a 1/4 turn CW (R shldr back) to end facing LOD, while W do 1 complete revolution 
in place to the L (CCW) to also end facing LOD.

FIGURE 3

1-2 In 1st pos facing LOD and beg with outside ft (M's L, W's R), cpl take 2 walking steps.
3-6 While continuing walking step, cpl transition to 2nd pos on meas 3and remain in this pos. 
7 While continuing walking step, cpl transition back to 1st pos with M stamping on ct 1. 
8 Short bow in RLOD (M's R, W's L).
9 Switch places with ptr by crossing with the R shldr.
10 Make a Short Bow (M L, W R).
11 Switch places with ptr by crossing with the L shldr. 
12 Open the circle back up with all dancers facing the ctr in 1st pos.

FIGURE 4

Cpls begin this figure in a circle facing each other with M's back to the ctr of the circle and 
W facing in. 

1-3 Each dancer does 3 walking steps to L.
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4 Turn in place 1 complete revolution CCW.
5-7 Each dancer does 3 walking steps to R.
8 Turn in place 1 complete revolution CW to end back in front of ptr.
9- 12 In 3rd pos, cpl take 4 walking steps (2 revolutions) CCW in place.
13-16 W lead ptr out of individual circles to form one large circle in which all dancers join hands 

parallel to the floor facing the ctr. This is accomplished in 4 walking steps in LOD. 
17-20 Releasing hands, W make a 1/2 turn to the R (right shoulder back) on meas 17 to face outside 

the circle and rejoin hands with both M in front and in back of her in the circle. The walking 
step in LOD continues throughout. 

21-22 M take 2 walking individually to the ctr of the circle, while W take 2 meas fwd out of the 
circle.

23 Both M and W make a 1/2 turn to R to face each other and take 1 walking step back twd each 
other.

24 Short Bow (M to R, W to L).

FIGURE 5

1-2 Dancers do the Long Bow except that instead of simply moving to their side, they complete 
1 revolution CCW to their L and then make a long deep bow to their partner. 

Sequence:

Dance notes by Richard Schmidt
Presented by Richard Schmidt

The Polonaise is done once from the beg to end 
using the pattern described below to link it all 
together. It is necessary to change the ending pos of 
Fig 1 on occasion in order to successfully ensure 
smooth transition from one fig to the next. I have 
noted the ending pos for each below:

This pattern can be confusing when learning the 
dance for the first time, so i have broken it down in 
the following manner so that it is easier to remem-
ber. The main body of the dance consists of Fig 3 
followed immediately by Fig 1 to give the following 
pattern:

1. Introduction
2. Fig 1 (cpls end facing ctr of circle)

Opening of the Polonaise
(Intro + Fig 1)

3. Fig 2 Small Transition using Fig 2 (only 4 meas)

4. Fig 3

Main body of the dance done twice
(Fig 3, Fig 1, Fig 3, Fig 1)

5. Fig 1 (cpls end facing LOD)

6. Fig 3

7. Fig 1 (cpls end facing each other with M’s back to 
ctr of circle)

8. Fig 4 Large Transition using Fig 4 (24 meas)

9. Fig 3
Main body of the dance once (Fig 3, Fig 1)

10.Fig 1 (cpls end facing each other with M’s back to 
ctr of circle)

11.Fig 5 The ending using Fig 5 (Long Fancy bow)


	Many of the dance descriptions in the syllabus have been, or are being copyrighted. They should not be reproduced in any form without permission. Specific permission of the instructors involved must be secured. Camp is satisfied if a suitable...
	Joyce Lissant Uggla served as Editor of this syllabus (including formatting and printing).
	We are indebted to members of the Dance Research Committee of the Folk Dance Federation of California (North and South) for assistance in preparing addenda and errata.
	Abbreviations Used in the Syllabus
	Folk Dance Camp Committee
	Bruce Mitchell, Director
	La Vieille Bastringue
	(Canada, Quebec)


	A variation in 6/8 time on the popular dance La Bastringue. The melody was found in an old manuscript from the Cecil Sharp House Library (London).
	FIGURE
	Soldier's Joy
	(American Novelty Dance)


	American novelty dance based on the famous Anglo-Celtic reel Soldier's Joy. The music is from Joe Craven played in South African style. As learned from Sandy Starkmar at Mainewoods Dance Camp in 2002 who learned it from Bea Montross.
	BASIC PATTERN
	Appalachian Big Circle and Clog Dance
	(U.S.A.)


	Field Research and Dance Notes by Jerry Duke, Ph.D., Professor of Dance Ethnology and Folklore, San Francisco State University
	Appalachian Big Circle and Clog Dance-continued
	Note: Calls may be in any order at the discretion of leader. Most callers begin with big circle figures; change to small circle figures, then end with big circle figures.
	Cajun Dance
	(U.S.A.)


	Field research and notes by Jerry Duke, Professor of Dance, San Francisco State University. The word “Cajun” comes from the word “Acadian” which refers to the land from which the French speaking settlers came to Louisiana in the 18th century....
	The Black Creole cousin of Cajun music and dance is “Zydeco.” Even though it recently took on the name “Zydeco” it is at least as old as, if not older than, Cajun and has had an influence on many Cajun musicians. Both are obviously influenced...
	Cajun Two-Step
	(U.S.A.)


	The Cajun Two-Step is a three step dance done to 2/4 music and is found in two rhythmic variations: Quick, Quick, Slow, and Slow, Quick, Quick. The latter is more common and is my favorite. The dances listed below are styles of that rhythmic ...
	I. BASIC
	II. BASIC WITH TRAVEL


	Cajun Dance-continued
	When figures are done with the “Basic” or the “Port Arthur” styles the dance is called “Jitterbug,” but there is a different and newer “Cajun Jitterbug” (explained later) that is popular especially among the younger dancers. Some older dancer...
	Outside Arch Under: Can be done on ct 1 of any measure, but usually on meas 1. M leads W under his uplifted L arm holding her R hand. She steps fwd and turns to her R to face him while he steps fwd and turns to his L to face her. Both turn ap...
	Inside Arch Under: Most often done on meas 2 following “Outside Arch Under” on meas 1, but it can be done alone on ct 1 of any measure. M leads W across in front of him with his uplifted L arm holding her R hand. She steps fwd and turns to he...
	Brush-Off: More easily done on meas 1, ct 1. Usually executed from the double hand-hold position. Bringing his L arm across in front of him about waist level, M leads W to his R side while stepping fwd and turning L away from her, releasing h...
	Cajun Waltz
	(U.S.A)


	There are many ways to do a Cajun Waltz. In some variations the three-count waltz rhythm is maintained, one uses four counts against the three-count music, and others use four steps over two meas (two steps of which take two cts each and two ...
	Cape Breton Social Dance
	Field Research and Notes by Jerry Duke Professor of Folklore and Dance, San Francisco State University


	Cape Breton Social (or Square) Dance-Cape Breton residents are ancestors of the Scottish settlers of the 18th Century. These dances are believed to be that old and do not appear to exist in Scotland or Ireland now.
	Jig

	This is the first of two dances that are done throughout western Cape Breton. Dances are held nightly in one community or another during the summer. Some call it a social dance, some call it a square dance. The first (and sometimes second) da...
	There is no usual number of measures that each figure takes. A leader (the person who called the set together) simply starts each figure.
	II. CIRCLE CLOCKWISE
	III. ONE-STEP
	IV. COUPLE PROMENADE
	THE END


	Cape Breton Social Dance-continued
	Cape Breton Reel
	This dance is named here for its 4/4 rhythm. In 1992 it was the third dance of each three-dance cycle after which one or two “Strathspey” tunes (4/4 with graduated tempo) were played for solo step dancing, or just listening.
	II. ONE STEP OR SWING PARTNER
	III. REVERSE GRAND R AND L
	IV. PROMENADE
	V. STRATHSPEY CLOG IN PLACE
	VI. FORWARD, CLOG, REFORM CIRCLE
	THE END
	Basic Clogging Steps
	(U.S.A.)
	VARIATION I
	VARIATION II


	Tex-Mex One Step/Polka
	Research and Description by Jerry Duke Professor of Dance, SFSU


	This couple dance is an apparent variation of the Caribbean Merengue and influenced by the Polish and Czech immigrants to Northern Mexico.
	BASIC IN PLACE
	BASIC LEG TWIST STEP
	POLKA STAMP
	POLKA TRAVEL (Open or semi-open pos)
	POLKA TURN (Closed Tex-Mex pos, done smoothly with no bouncing)
	Brâul fetelor din Drãgus,
	(Romania, Brasov region)


	Brâul is a spectacular form of dance, traditionally done by men. In the Southern part of Transylvania, close to the Carpathian Mountains, however, one can see Brâul performed exclusively by women. (The word fetelor means young girls.) This pa...
	FIGURE II
	FIGURE III


	Brâul fetelor din Drãgus,-continued
	1 Moving sdwd, close R to L with a sharp click (pinten) moving to R (ct 1); close R to L with a sharp click (pinten) (ct 2).
	2 Close R to L with a sharp click (pinten) (ct 1); close R to L with a sharp click (pinten) (ct 2).
	FIGURE V
	Cãlusul,din,Contesti,
	(Romania, South Muntenia)

	In Southern Romania, there's a traditional belief (still held by a minority of people) that groups of mimes and dancers could work magic if all the rites were correctly observed, and to this end young men were initiated into the ritual of Cal...
	This variation of Cãlusul,din,Contesti,consists of two parts. The first one is Hora din Cãlus,(slow part of the music). The second is Brãul din,Contesti,.
	FIGURE I Plimbarea


	Cãlusul,din,Contesti,-continued
	FIGURE II În dauã laturi
	FIGURE III
	FIGURE IV Plimbarea (variante)
	BRÃUL DIN,CONTESTI, (second dance)
	FIGURE I Sârba
	FIGURE II Floricica ruptâ

	Cãlusul,din,Contesti,-continued
	FIGURE III Sãrita
	FIGURE IV Sucita
	Dana
	(Romania, Muntenia)

	In the Romanian folk repertoire, we find many modern dances with Eastern inspiration and influence. These dances are called Manele. Among them Dana, one of the most popular, is performed by gypsies who live near the capital city of Bucharest ...
	FIGURE I Facing ctr, moving to the R (LOD).
	FIGURE II Hands free, arms higher than shldrs, U-pos.
	FIGURE III


	Dana-continued
	FIGURE IV Hands free in U-pos.
	FIGURE V Hands free in W-pos, almost shldr level. W’s hands doing Eastern movement (turning wrists).
	FIGURE I
	TRANSITION
	FIGURE VI Wt on L, forearms “windshield wiper” movement.
	FIGURE I (finale)
	Geamparalele din Babadag
	(Romania, Dobrogean region)

	The region of Dobrogea is located between the Danube River and the Black Sea. The dance style and music reflect an important influence of the southeastern Balkans. We find in the repertoire a few Brâurile rapide for men, Horele pe bãtaie and ...
	FIGURE I
	FIGURE II Ghimpele Facing ctr, hands on waist (A-pos).
	FIGURE III Facing ctr, hands free. During meas 1-3, make full turn L (CCW).


	Geamparalele din Babadag-continued
	FIGURE IV Hands joined in W-pos, body facing diag 45º to L, shaking shldrs.
	TRANSITION Hands on waist (A-pos). During meas 1-4, execute a half-circle to the L (LOD) to enlarge the formation.
	Învârtita din Cãstãu
	(Romania, Humedoara County)

	Învârtita dances (turning dances) are thought to have developed after the Purtata dances (walking dances). The most basic version of Învârtita involves turning only in one direction or the other. Unlike the Purtata family of dances, the Învâr...
	This dance is divided in two parts, the first one is made up of the basic steps danced in the primitive traditional way. The second part is the couple form. The characteristic of the music of Învârtita is an asymmetrical rhythm.
	FIGURE II Plimbarea
	FIGURE III ,Schioapa


	Învârtita din Cãstãu-continued
	FIGURE IV Leganãtul dublu
	FIGURE V Fecioreasca (Variation for Women)
	FIGURE V Varianta (Variation for M) (optional)
	FIGURE VI
	FIGURE VII
	FIGURE VIII
	Jurelul
	(Romania, North Carpathian Mountains)

	Jurelul is a dance recently introduced in the Romanian repertoire. It comes from the Ukraine via the region of Maramures., This is a dance from the mountains. The style of the steps is like Brâul: sharp, quick and energetic.
	FIGURE II Facing and moving LOD.
	FIGURE III
	Opinca
	(Romania, Bucovina (area north of Moldova)


	Opinci, primitive leather shoes with laces, were worn by most peasants until the 1950s. In certain rural regions, they are still worn on holidays. Like French clogs, the Opinci are the symbol of Romanian peasants. The slightly drawn-out rhyth...
	FIGURE I Opinca (Hands joined in V-pos, facing ctr. Rhythm of steps: S,Q,S,Q,S.)
	FIGURE I WITH HANDS
	TRANSITION
	FIGURE II (Facing ctr, hands in W-pos doing tiny circles (up first, twd ctr of circle).)


	Opinca-continued
	FIGURE III
	TRANSITION
	FIGURE IV
	Perinita,
	(Romania, Muntenia)

	For Romanians, Perinita, (“the little cushion”) means the dance of the kiss. Actually, this distinctive traditional dance is the most famous dance of the repertoire. Its origin is very old and it comes from the south of the country.
	This version of Perinita, is made up of a Sârba dance (with three basic figures) done in a mixed circle. It should be noted that the Perinita, will vary from region to region. To clarify exactly what defines a Perinita,,one needs to look at t...
	Perinita,was traditionally performed on New Year's Eve or was the last dance of a wedding celebration. Now, any happy event may include it.
	FIGURE II Sârba pe trei


	Perinita, -continued
	Each year many dancers wonder if they are proficient enough in square dancing to take Jerry Helt’s Experienced Square Dancers Workshop in the morning. As a result, we are providing a list of the 34 basic square dance movements Jerry will assu...
	If you haven’t done a lot of square dancing and don’t know all of these movements, you can still do squares with Jerry in the recreational class.
	If you are a newcomer to square dancing, then try the squares at Once Over Lightly. They are very easy to do and are enjoyed by everyone, from beginners to experienced dancers.
	Square/Contra Record List

	RUN FAMILY: Starting formation-any two-dancer formation in which the directed dancer has a shoulder directly adjacent to the other dancer.
	GENERAL RULE: The directed (active) dancer moves fwd in a semi-circle (180˚) around an adjacent (Inactive) dancer to end in the adjacent dancer's starting pos. Meanwhile, the Inactive dancer, who may be facing in any direction, adjusts by ste...
	(a) BOYS RUN (b) GIRLS RUN (c) ENDS RUN (d) CENTERS RUN The directed (active) dancers Run around the inactive dancers using the general rule.
	(e) CROSSRUN: Starting formation-line, two-faced line, or wave. Each or the two directed (active) dancers, who must both be either centers or ends, Run into the spot vacated by the farthest inactive dancer. If the inactive dancers are centers...
	STYLING: Hands should blend into handhold required for following formation (i.e., wave or line). TIMING: From ocean waves, centers, 4 steps; cross run, 6; ends, 4; ends cross run, 6.

	Square Dance-continued
	Square Dance-continued
	Square Dance-continued
	Jiffy Line Dance
	(U.S.A,)

	By Jerry & Kathy Helt.
	Scottish Steps
	Scottish Styling
	Basic Steps-Quicktime
	Basic Steps-Strathspey Time



	Scottish Steps-continued
	Step Patterns
	Anna’s Wedding Cake
	(Scotland)

	A 32-bar Strathspey for 3 cpls in a 3-cpl set, by Brenda Johnson. Brenda Johnson is the founder and teacher of the Merrimack Valley Scottish Country Dance class (1981) in Concord, New Hampshire. Brenda devised this dance to celebrate the wedd...
	Bedrule
	(Scotland)


	A strathspey devised by Betty Grant, Toronto, Ontario, 1984, in memory of her great, great grandmother Elizabeth Turnbull Dickson who left her home, Bedrule, near Jedburgh, in 1834 to emigrate to Canada.
	The Breakdown
	(Scotland)


	A 32-bar reel for three cpls.
	Culla Bay
	(Scotland)


	Culla Bay is on the island of Benbecula where Sheila Jupp spent part of her childhood. Devised by Ann Dix, London Branch.
	Lady Wynd
	(Scotland)


	32-bar reel for 3 couples. Devised for Joan Smith.
	Luckenbooth Brooch
	(Scotland)


	32-bar jig.
	New Caledonia Jig
	(Scotland)


	32-bar jig.
	Pelorus Jack
	(Scotland)

	Shiftin’ Bobbins
	(Scotland)


	A reel for three couples in a four-couple set.
	Dimitrija
	(Bulgaria - Pirin)


	A dance from the region of Petricvin SW Bulgaria near the Greek-Macedonian border. Learned from Kiril Andonov in Petricv, summer 1970.
	I. BASIC PATTERN
	II. FORWARD AND BACK
	DvastivTristiv
	(Bulgaria - Rhodopes)


	This dance-type is a variation on the popular Rhodope dance Svornato. It uses the basic 9/8 meter (QQQS) but in a four-measure phrase; the third measure is accented as 2 measures of 5/8. This variation can work only with this song melody know...
	I. TRAVEL STEP R AND L
	II. TO CENTER AND BACK
	Koga Me Mama Rodila
	(Bulgaria- Trakia)


	A basic Pravo Trakijsko variation adapted to this well-known folk song by Yves Moreau.
	I. BASIC PATTERN
	Lalica
	(Northeast Bulgaria)


	A slow dance of the “Dajcovo” family. From the area around Sumen. Danced at springtime. The name means “little tulip.”
	I. TRAVEL STEP WITH STAMPS AND ARM MOTIONS
	II. FORWARD AND BACK
	Krivo Ihtimansko Horo
	(Bulgaria -West Trakia andvSopluk)


	A type of “Krivo” (mixed rhythm) dance from the region of Ihtiman in West Thrace close to thevSop area where such dances are also widespread. The steps are similar to the ones found in such forms as Petrunino Horo, Cone Milo Cedovand Jove. Th...
	I. TRAVEL (singing - Melody A)
	II. BASIC WITH KICKS AND TWISTS (Melody B)


	Krivo Ihtimansko Horo-continued
	LazarskavRâcenica
	(Trakia-Bulgaria)

	A women's dance connected with the Lazaruvane springtime folk custom. These traditional steps are from the region of Stara Zagora.
	I. TRAVEL TO R (Melody A-song)
	II. TRAVEL R AND L (Melody B-song)
	III. FORWARD AND TURN (Melody C-instrumental)


	LazarskavRâcenica-continued
	StarovPomasko
	(Rhodopes - Bulgaria)

	A dance from the Pomak (Moslem) villages around the town of Dospat in the Western Rhodopes. It is related to the generalvSirto group of dances. It is done to the song Kalcivse na Hisarja.
	I. BASIC PATTERN (song)
	II. TRAVEL FIGURE (instrumental)
	Stiga mi sa, momne le
	(Bulgaria- Rhodopes)


	A variation on the popular Pravo Horo done to this popular Rhodope folk song. The dance could generically be called Pravo Rodopsko.
	I. BASIC PRAVO (singing)
	III. PRAVO WITH “THREES” AND STAMP (instrumental)
	Tervelska Râka
	(Bulgaria -vDobrudza)


	A variation on the popular Râka widespread throughout Dobrudza.vThis version comes from the area around the town of Tervel. Observed by Yves Moreau in 1972.
	I. TRAVEL STEP (Melody A-song)
	II. IN AND OUT (Melody B-instrumental)


	Tervelska Râka-continued
	ZenskovSvatbarsko Horo
	(Bulgaria - Pirin)

	Dance from the region of Goce Delcevv(Nevrokop). It is a women's dance done at weddings to the song Zaspala e Fida.
	I. BASIC F'IGURE
	Cobankatv
	(Albania)


	Cobankatv means “The Shepardesses.” It is a traditional song of the “Tosk” people of Albania. The words extol the freedom to be found in the Albanian mountains. I have put typical Albanian steps to the melody.
	I. CROSS BEHIND. THEN MOVE (instrumental)
	II. STEP FORWARD AND LIFT. CROSS BEHIND (song verse)
	III. CROSSING IN FRONT (song refrain)


	Cobankatv -continued
	Isios
	(Greece, Kalymnos)

	Isios is a syrtos from the island of Kalymnos, with a lilting style typical of many Greek Island dances.
	Jaj az uramnak
	(Hungarian Gypsy)


	Jaj az uramnak is a typical Hungarian Gypsy dance. The movements and figures were arranged by Dr. Gustav Balazs, from whom I learned the dance.
	I. 4 “TOUCH AND GO” IN PLACE
	II. TOUCH AND WALK 3 STEPS. BACK AND FORTH
	III. TOUCH HEEL FORWARD + 3 FAST STEPS TO SIDE CROSSING BEHIND


	Jaj az uramnak-continued
	IV. TWISTING LOWER BODY
	V. POLKA STEPS: SIDE. FORWARD, TURN, AND BACK
	VI. BALL OF RIGHT TOE CROSSING BEHIND, TURNING
	MEN’S DANCE
	I. and II. SAME AS WOMEN’S FIGURES.
	III. TOUCH HEEL FORWARD + 3 FAST STEPS TO SIDE CROSSING BEHIND
	IV. 3 STEPS BACKWARDS + FIRST LEG-SLAPPING SEQUENCE

	Jaj az uramnak-continued
	V. HOPPING AND STAMPING IN PLACE WITH CROSSED FEET
	VI. SKIP BACKWARD, JUMP AND TURN + SECOND SLAPPING SEQUENCE
	Levendikos
	(Greece)

	Levendikos is perhaps the most characteristic dance of Greek Macedonia. (It is also well-known in the former Yugoslavian republic of Macedonia and can also be called either Pousténo orvBerance.) Leader variations are an integral part of the d...
	“SIMPLIFIED” BASIC STEP
	STYLE VARIATIONS


	Levendikos-continued
	LEADER VARIATIONS
	SOME COMMON LEADER VARIATIONS ARE
	“Clockwise turn during the 2nd measure:”
	”Counterclockwise turn during the 3rd measure:”
	“Dance in and dance face to face with second dancer:”
	“Curl in and put your arm around the second dancer’s waist:”
	“Curl in and change hands:”
	“Foot-slap:”

	Levendikos-continued
	“Double foot-slap:”
	“Kneeling:”
	“Pause:”
	“Freeze and chug:”
	Opas
	(Bulgaria)

	Opas is the common name for a group of dances from Dobrudza, Eastern Bulgaria. I learned this Opas from Belcho Stanev, well-known Bulgarian dance teacher and choreographer from Varna.
	II. STAMPING IN PLACE PLUS IN AND OUT


	Opas-continued
	III. TWIST, IN AND OUT
	Oro vlaðka
	(Serbia, Vlach)

	“Oro vlaðka” is, as the name implies a “Vlach dance.” The Vlach people, who speak a Romanian dialect, (the name “Vlach” derives from Wallachia, a region of southern Romania) live as an ethnic minority in parts of Greece, Bulgaria and the form...
	FIGURE II


	Oro Vlaðka-continued
	FIGURE III
	Podrimsko oro
	(Albania, Kosovo)

	A “shiptar” dance (that is, Albanian people living in the Kosovo region of the Serbian republic in former Yugoslavia) from the area of the Drim River Valley (“Podrimsko”) near Prizren. I learned this dance from Ciga Despotovic, well-known fol...
	WOMEN’S DANCE
	I. HIPS AND BRUSHES
	II. CROSS STEPS
	III. FLY


	Podrimsko oro-continued
	MEN’S DANCE
	I. KNEEL. OR “TELEMARK LANDING”
	II. CROSS IN FRONT
	III. FLY!
	IV. BIG STEPS AND TURN SHARPLY. THEN SWAY R AND L
	Vlaðko za pojas
	(Serbia, Vlach)

	A Vlach dance “with belthold” (“za pojas”) from East Serbia. I learned this dance from Ciga Despotovic, a well- known folk dancer and teacher from former Yugoslavia.
	II. LIFT AND TOUCH
	III. STAMPING


	Vlaske za Pojas-continued
	INTERMEZZO
	FINAL ENDING
	Troaca
	(Romania)

	Troaca (which means “trough”) is a Romanian folk dance from Bãrca, Dolj, Oltenia. I learned this dance from Tita Sever at a course in Romania in the late 1970s.
	Valle e Quemalit
	(Albania)


	An Albanian style dance I learned from Ben Koopmanschaap.
	REFRAIN
	SECOND FIGURE: “BICYCLE LEGS”
	FIRST FIGURE: INTO THE CENTER


	Valle e Quemalit-continued
	INTERMEZZO (ONCE IN THE MIDDLE. ONCE AT THE END)
	The Madison
	(United States)

	The Madison was one of the earliest line dances, originally from the midwest (variously attributed to Chicago, Wisconsin, Cleveland, or Detroit) becoming popular when it hit Baltimore in the late fifties. The dance i s prompted by a caller, l...
	Metamora Waltz
	(United States version of Viennese)


	This waltz is typical of the way many Americans incorporate figures from swing or salsa into their waltzing. It is also representational of the Stanford Viennese Ball opening waltz performed by students for the past 25 years.
	Metamora, Indiana* is one of Richard's favorite American small towns, thus honoring the American tradition of morphing together elements of several dances into one. (*Michigan and Illinois also have a Metamora.)
	A1
	A2
	B1
	B2


	Metamora Waltz-continued
	C1
	C2 (a condensed version of A)
	D1
	D2
	Ragtime Era One Step
	(United States)

	The One-Step was the most popular dance of the Ragtime Era, blossoming between 1905 and 1915. Its widespread popularity both in the U.S. and Europe was partly due to its ease and simplicity, partly due to its catchy music, and partly due to i...

	Ragtime Era One-Step-continued
	1914 Tango Argentino
	(Buenos Aires, Argentina)

	“The true Argentine Tango, the one and only” as described by Nicanor Lima, Buenos Aires, ca. 1914.
	Theses are some of the most typical figures from the 50 figures and 125 variations described in this rare illustrated tango manual.
	PART I
	PART II
	PART III


	1914 Tango Argentino-continued
	Klapok
	(Poland)

	I first learned this dance in 1989 during the World Festival of Polish Folklore in Poland in which /Slawomir Mazurkiewicz, well-known Lowicz expert from Lodz, used it in his choreography for the finale number involving many dance groups from ...

	Klapok-continued
	FIGURE 1

	Klapok-continued
	Kujony
	(Poland)

	The Kujony is a variation of the Kujawiak and is specific to the folklore-rich central region of Lowicz. The dance is done in a slow 3/4 meter, with very lyrical melodies. Usually danced by couples, it features a wide range of movement in var...
	During its different phases of development, it featured many variants and styles of dancing. The Kujony of Lowicz is an excellent and beautiful example of one such variant. Taught to me by /Slawomir Mazurkiewicz, reknowned choreographer from ...
	FIGURE 1


	Kujony-continued
	FIGURE 2
	FIGURE 3
	Oberek od Opoczna
	(Poland)

	Another of Poland's national dances is the Oberek. The Oberek od Opoczna is a variation of this popular national dance adapted to the regional character of Opoczno. The name Oberek originates from the word “rotating.” It is a dance that allow...

	Oberek od Opoczna-continued
	FIGURE 1
	FIGURE 2

	Oberek od Opoczna-continued
	FIGURE 3
	FIGURE 4
	Osa and Mach
	(Poland)

	Located in Eastern Poland is the city and region of Lublin where folklore is to this day still very popular. The folk music and dances of this region can be traced back to the 16th century. Lubelskie dances are not complex but offer simple mo...

	Osa and Mach-continued
	FIGURE 1 (Osa) Ptrs move into the Closed Social-Forward pos facing LOD.
	FIGURE 2 (Osa) Same hold as Fig 1.

	Osa and Mach-continued
	FIGURE 4 (Mach-Part B) Ptrs face each other in Shoulder-Waist pos. R ft are slightly ahead of L ft and close to ptr’s R ft. Lean slightly back and stand erect.
	Polonez
	(Poland)

	The Polonez is the oldest of Poland's five national dances, finding its musical roots in old church hymns and Christmas carols, if not earlier. The name is derived from the French who named it “La danse polonaise” which translates to “The Pol...
	FIGURE 1
	FIGURE 2
	FIGURE 3
	FIGURE 4
	FIGURE 5
	1. Introduction
	2. Fig 1 (cpls end facing ctr of circle)
	3. Fig 2
	4. Fig 3
	5. Fig 1 (cpls end facing LOD)
	6. Fig 3
	7. Fig 1 (cpls end facing each other with M’s back to ctr of circle)
	8. Fig 4
	9. Fig 3
	10. Fig 1 (cpls end facing each other with M’s back to ctr of circle)
	11. Fig 5

	Szot Madziar
	(Poland)


	Located on the border with the Czech Republic, in the south of Poland, the town of Cieszyn is directly on the trade route known as the “Amber road” and has therefore adopted the traditions of several cultures over the centuries. The dance kno...

	Szot Madziar-continued
	FIGURE 2 (slower tempo)
	FIGURE 3 (slower tempo)
	FIGURE 4 (quicker tempo)
	FIGURE 5 (quicker tempo)

	Szot Madziar-continued
	Szpacyr Polka
	(Poland)

	Szpacyr Polka, considered a turning dance done in a circle, from the region of ´Slask¿ (Silesia) is derived from the Polish word “Spacer” (SPAH-tsehr) which means “to go for a walk or stroll.” According to the well-known expert of the region,...

	Szpacyr Polka-continued
	FIGURE 1
	FIGURE 2
	FIGURE 3
	Warszawianka
	(Poland)

	Warszawianka is a dance from the Lachy Sasz¿region of Poland. Rich and abundant in folklore due to the two major river ways that flow through it bringing peoples from other lands, as well as the neighboring folk-rich regions of Kraków, Rzeszó...
	2/4 meter FIGURE 1
	Warszawianka-continued
	6/8 meter FIGURE 2



